Experimental human exposure to n-Hexane. Study of the respiratory uptake and elimination, and of n-Hexane concentrations in peripheral venous blood.
The respiratory uptake rate of n-hexane showed considerable differences in six healthy male persons, exposed at rest to 360 mg/m3 and 720 mg/m3 of n-hexane in inspired air and to 360 mg/m3 under different levels of physical exercise. These differences could partly be explained by a positive correlation with the amount of body fat. At rest also a strong influence of the respiratory minute volume and respiratory frequency on the uptake rate could be proven. The average uptake rate remained virtually constant over a range of 20 to 60 W of continuous external physical load, indicating that under these circumstances the inspired n-hexane concentration alone predominantly determines the uptake rate. The respiratory elimination during the first hours after an exposure was also subject to important inter- and intraindividual fluctuations. The pulmonary ventilation rate at the moment of breath sampling had a pronounced influence on the measured exhaled concentration. On the other hand, there was no apparent effect of the amount of body fat. Generally, the correlation between the amount of n-hexane taken up and breath concentrations at different time intervals was rather poor. n-Hexane concentrations in peripheral venous blood reacted rapidly to changes in exposure conditions, but not in the same proportion as the uptake rate. The blood concentration proved more closely related to respiratory n-hexane retention than to the uptake rate, reflecting the state of saturation of different body tissues. At rest this parameter was clearly influenced by the amount of body fat. A decrease in relative blood perfusion of fatty tissue could explain why such relation was not found during exposure combined with physical effort.